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ABSTRACT
Manufacturing processes such as machining and cutting often produce metal wastes
(e.g. machining chips) that can be costly to recycle using conventional methods that involve
melting. The Friction Extrusion Process (FEP) and Friction Consolidation Process (FCP)
provide a novel method of recycling machining chips to produce useful products such as
wires or consolidated disks without melting. These solid-state processes do not require
complicated equipment and offer a cost effective and environment friendly alternative
route to metal waste recycling.
The current study was aimed at achieving an understanding of the mechanical and
thermal behavior of machining chips during compaction and consolidation processes that
occur in FEP and FCP, which is currently lacking. An integrated experimental and
numerical approach was employed. Experiments were carried out to provide opportunities
to measure and extract stress, strain and thermal response information on machining chip
specimens during and/or after compaction and consolidation tests. The experimental data
was analyzed and findings were used as a basis to develop mathematical models for the
mechanical and thermal behavior of the chips material during and after compaction and
consolidation. These models took into account the change in density of the chips material
during compaction and consolidation process. The model parameter values as functions of
the relative density were extracted from experimental measurements of mechanical and
thermal responses. These models were implemented in user subroutines (UMAT) and user
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defined functions (UDFs) for a commercial finite element and numerical simulation
software packages. The numerical simulations of validation experiments were carried out
to predict the mechanical and thermal behavior of chips material in the validation
experiments. Model predictions were validated through comparisons with experimental
measurements and were found to agree well with experimental measurements.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Introduction
Manufacturing processes such as machining and cutting often produce metal wastes
(e.g. machining chips) that can be costly to recycle using conventional methods that involve
melting. The Friction Extrusion Process (FEP) and Friction Consolidation Process (FCP)
provide a novel method of recycling machining chips to produce useful products such as
wires or consolidated disks without melting. FEP and FCP consider as a solid-state process
since there is no melting, which can avoid oxidation and save energy [1, 2, 3, 4]. FEP was
patented in 1993 by the Welding Institute [5], but fundamental research on the FEP became
active only in recent years [1, 2, 3]. Fig. 1.1 shows a schematic of FEP, in which a
cylindrical process chamber houses the machining chips, and a non-consumable die moves
down to compact and consolidate the chips and rotates to create frictional heating at the
die-chip interface. The heating and plastic deformation produced by the action of the die
forces the consolidated metal to be extruded out of the extrusion hole along the center axis
of the die to form a wire [1]. On the other hand, FCP has the same principle of FEP but
without the existence of the central hole in the die which eliminates the extrusion process
and produce a consolidated disk instead of wire. FEP and FCP do not require complicated
equipment and offer a cost effective and environment friendly alternative route to metal
waste recycling.
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Figure 1.1 Friction Extrusion Process.
The current study is aimed at achieving an understanding of the mechanical and
thermal behavior of machining chips during compaction and consolidation processes that
occur in FEP and FCP, which is currently lacking. An integrated experimental and
numerical approach will be employed. Experiments will be carried out to provide
opportunities to measure and extract stress, strain and thermal response information on
machining chip specimens during and/or after compaction and consolidation tests.
Experimental data will be analyzed and findings will used as a basis to develop
mathematical models for the mechanical and thermal behavior of the chip material during
and after compaction and consolidation. These models will take into account the changing
density of the chip material during compaction and consolidation. Model parameter values
as functions of the relative density will be extracted from experimental measurements of
mechanical and thermal responses. These models will be implemented in user subroutines
for a commercial finite element software package, and numerical simulations of validation
experiments will be carried out using the finite element software to predict the mechanical
and thermal behavior of chip materials in the validation experiments. Model predictions
will be validated through comparisons with experimental measurements.
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1.2 Research Objectives
The first objective is to understand the compaction process (without applying die
frictional rotation) through experimental investigations and then develop a mathematical
model of the elastic-plastic behavior of machining chips during compaction. After that use
the mathematical model to simulate the machining chip compaction process using Finite
Element Method and to compare simulation predictions with experimental measurements.
The second objective is to understand the consolidation process which involves the
heat generation due to frictional die rotation, through experimental investigations. Then to
develop finite element model to simulate heat generation and heat transfer process through
the chips and to compare it with experimental measurements.
1.3 Literature Review
In the literature, there have been many experimental investigations of compaction
of machining chips as part of metal recycling effort (e.g. [6, 7, 8]). However, little exists
on the mathematical modeling of compaction of machining chips. Relevant studies have
been focused on the compaction of powders (e.g. in metal powder metallurgy).
Computational modeling of compaction of powders has been applied using two methods:
the discrete model and the continuum model methods. In the discrete model method,
powder particles are modeled as individual uniform spheres (in 3D) or circular cylinders
(in 2D) and the contact interaction and deformation of the particles are analyzed [9, 10, 11,
12], whereas in the continuum model method the collection of powders is modeled as a
continuous media whose deformation with a changing density is analyzed [13, 14, 15, 16,
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17]. In the current study, a continuum approach is taken to model the compaction of
machining chips.
There have been two types of continuum or phenomenological models that deal
with the deformation of a continuum with a changing density. The first type is porous
elastoplasticity models which involve extensions of the J2 flow theory by introducing the
first stress invariant I1 in the yield function to account for the influence of the hydrostatic
pressure on the compressible behavior of the material [13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21]. The other
type is based on soil mechanics which involves extensions of the Mohr-Coulomb and
Drucker-Prager yield criteria and is known as the cap models, which were developed
originally for rocks, soil and geological materials [17, 22, 23, 24]. Cap models have more
than one failure surfaces which require many experimental studies such as the tri-axial test
for identifying material parameters.
In the current study, machining chips as a whole in a process chamber were
considered as a porous continuous material and a porous plasticity model approach was
taken. The deformation of a porous material during compaction is accompanied by a
decreasing volume and an increasing density. Therefore, the assumption of
incompressibility will not be valid as in the J2 flow theory of plasticity, and an extension
of the J2 flow theory by including the effect of the hydrostatic stress on yielding is
necessary. To this end, it is noted, to the authors’ knowledge, that currently there is no
readily available elastic-plastic theories that can be directly utilized to model the
compaction of machining chips. As such, a theory will be developed based on the treatment
of existing yield criteria in the powder metallurgy literature [13, 14, 16, 18, 21], with the
difference that while those in the powder metallurgy literature deals with the behavior of
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the powders after compaction and consolidation, the current study will seek a theory that
will consider the elastic-plastic behavior of machining chips during and after the
compaction process.
On the other hand, studies on the thermal energy generation and heat transfer
process in FCP in the literature is limited. Li and Reynolds [25] conducted several
experiments to optimize FCP parameters, which provides a good basis for the experimental
part of this study. Studies on the heat transfer process in FCP in the literature have not been
found. A closely related study by Zhang et al [3, 26] investigated thermal energy generation
and heat transfer in FEP but not in FCP.
It is worth noting, however, there have been many studies on the Friction Stir
Welding (FSW) process, which is similar to FEP / FCP in that frictional heating at the toolworkpiece and mechanical deformation and mixing induced by tool rotation play a critical
role. In modelling the thermomechanical phenomenon in FSW, various simplifications and
idealizations have been considered. Some studies assumed that the thermal energy comes
only from friction heating at the tool-workpiece interface [27, 28, 29, 30], while others also
included heat generated during inelastic material deformation [31, 32]. Some researchers
considered coupled material flow and heat transfer models [31, 33-40], while others
adopted non-material flow heat transfer models (i.e. material flow is not considered) [30,
41, 42].
With considerations of thermal studies of the related FSW process, Zhang et al. [3]
first employed a non-material flow heat transfer model for FEP and then extended their
effort to consider a coupled thermal-fluid model for FEP [26]. Their research results show
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that the predicted temperature field from the two models are very similar. As such, in the
current study, a non-material flow heat transfer model is considered. It is noted that a major
difference between the study by Zhang et al. [3] and the current study is that, in Zhang et
al. [3] a solid bulk material was used in the process chamber, while in the current study a
collection of compacted machining chips were used in the process chamber, which creates
complexities in the current study that were not present in the study by Zhang et al. [3], as
discussed later.
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CHAPTER 2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR MECHANICAL
BEHAVIOR
2.1 Introduction
A porous material is different from a solid material in that the density in the porous
material is changing during deformation, such as in the compaction process. That is, the
plastic deformation of a porous material will be influenced not only by the second invariant
J2 of the deviator stress tensor, but also by the first invariant I1 of the stress tensor. As a
first order approximation, it was assumed that the material can be taken as an isotropic
material, by neglecting the initial anisotropy and any subsequent anisotropy produced by
plastic deformation.
2.2 Mathematical Model
Following [14, 19, 21], it is assumed that yielding occurs at a material point when
the strain energy density U, under linearly elastic conditions, reaches a critical value Uc:
1
𝑈 = 𝜎𝑖𝑗 𝜀𝑖𝑗 = 𝑈𝑐
2

[1]

where Uc is a function of the current relative density R (the ratio of the material’s current
density ρ to the solid base material density ρo),. After applying the Hooke’s Law of linear
elasticity for an isotropic solid, Eq. (1) can be written as:
1
[(1 + 𝑣) 𝜎𝑖𝑗 𝜎𝑖𝑗 − 𝑣 (𝜎𝑘𝑘 )2 ] = 𝑈𝑐
2𝐸
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[2]

where v is the Poisson’s ratio, E is the Young’s modulus, 𝜎𝑖𝑗 is the stress tensor, and 𝜀𝑖𝑗 is
the strain tensor. Eq. (1) or (2) describes the yield criterion, which has more alternative
expressions as discussed below.
In the uniaxial tension test, where the applied stress at yielding is equal to the flow
stress 𝜎𝑅 for a material having a relative density R, the critical value Uc in eq. (2) can be
found as:
𝑈𝑐 =

1 2
𝜎
2𝐸 𝑅

[3]

Substituting eq. (3) in (2), and utilizing the stress deviator tensor Sij, we have:
1
1
(1 + 𝑣) (𝑆𝑖𝑗 + 𝜎𝑘𝑘 𝛿𝑖𝑗 ) (𝑆𝑖𝑗 + 𝜎𝑘𝑘 𝛿𝑖𝑗 ) − 𝑣(𝜎𝑘𝑘 )2 = 𝜎𝑅2
3
3
(1 + 𝑣)(𝑆𝑖𝑗 𝑆𝑖𝑗 ) +

(1 − 2 𝑣)
(𝜎𝑘𝑘 )2 = 𝜎𝑅2
3

[4]

[5]

where δij is the Kronecker delta.
Using the 1st stress invariant I1 and the 2nd stress deviator invariant J2, eq. (5) can
be written as:
2(1 + 𝑣) 𝐽2 +

(1 − 2𝑣) 2
𝐼1 = 𝜎𝑅2 = 𝐶𝜎 2
3

[6]

where σ is the flow stress for the fully compacted material. It should be noted that the fully
compacted material is different from the solid base material, and C is a coefficient which
is a function of the relative density R. The final yield criterion is in the following yield
function form:
𝒑

𝑓(𝝈, 𝜺𝑽 ) = 2(1 + 𝑣) 𝐽2 +

(1 − 2𝑣) 2
𝐼1 − 𝜎𝑅2 = 0
3
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[7]

𝑝

where the flow stress 𝜎𝑅 is considered to be a function of 𝜀𝑉 , which is the volumetric
plastic strain and is introduced to represent the effect of the relative density R on the
yielding behavior (the relation between 𝜀𝑉𝑝 and R will be presented later in this subsection).
𝑝
Applying the associated flow rule of plasticity, the incremental plastic strain 𝑑𝜀𝑖𝑗

is:
𝑝
𝑑𝜀𝑖𝑗
= 𝑑𝜆

𝜕𝑓
𝜕𝜎𝑖𝑗

[8]

𝑒
where dλ is the plastic multiplier which is non-negative. The incremental elastic strain 𝑑𝜀𝑖𝑗

is related to the incremental stress 𝑑𝜎𝑖𝑗 through the conventional Hooke’s law for linearly
elastic and isotropic solids.
To provide the needed theoretical basis for extracting material parameter
information from experimental measurements, the basic theory is applied to the two
mechanical tests to be described in more detail in Section 3.
2.2.1 Application of the Basic Theory to the Compaction Test
Now consider the deformation of the chip material inside a circular cylindrical
process chamber during compaction of machining chips. Considering that the process
chamber is made of thick steel and the machining chips are from an aluminum alloy, the
deformation of the chamber wall is negligible during compaction, and thus the chamber
wall is taken to be rigid and does not deform. Due to the axisymmetry of the deformation
in the circular cylindrical chamber, it suffices to analyze the deformation of the chips in
the radial (r), angular (θ), and axial (z) directions. Knowing that the total incremental
strains (which composes of elastic and plastic parts) in the radial and angular directions are
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equal to zero during compaction due to the constraint of the rigid chamber wall, the total
incremental strain can be written as:
𝑑𝜀𝑟 =

1
[𝑑𝜎𝑟 − 𝑣(𝑑𝜎𝜃 + 𝑑𝜎𝑧 )] + 2𝑑𝜆[𝜎𝑟 − 𝑣(𝜎𝜃 + 𝜎𝑧 )] = 0
𝐸

[9]

𝑑𝜀𝜃 =

1
[𝑑𝜎𝜃 − 𝑣(𝑑𝜎𝑟 + 𝑑𝜎𝑧 )] + 2𝑑𝜆[𝜎𝜃 − 𝑣(𝜎𝑟 + 𝜎𝑧 )] = 0
𝐸

[10]

1
[𝑑𝜎𝑧 − 𝑣(𝑑𝜎𝑟 + 𝑑𝜎𝜃 )] + 2𝑑𝜆[𝜎𝑧 − 𝑣(𝜎𝑟 + 𝜎𝜃 )]
𝐸

[11]

𝑑𝜀𝑧 =

If Poisson’s ratio (v) is constant, it can be shown that:
𝜎𝑟 = 𝜎𝜃 =

𝜐
𝜎
1−𝜐 𝑧

[12]

However, if v varies with the relative density, as in the current study, then only the
following relation can hold:
𝜎𝑟 = 𝜎𝜃

[13]

Along with, during linear elastic loading and unloading:
𝑑𝜎𝑟 = 𝑑𝜎𝜃 =

𝜐
𝑑𝜎
1−𝜐 𝑧

[14]

From eq. (13) and the equilibrium equations below:
𝜕𝜎𝑟 𝜎𝑟 − 𝜎𝜃
+
=0
𝜕𝑟
𝑟

[15]

𝜕𝜎𝑧
=0
𝜕𝑧

[16]

it is clear that the stresses do not have dependence on the coordinates r and z, so that the
stresses are uniform in space inside the process chamber.
During linear elastic loading and unloading, eqs. (11) and (14) lead to the following
relationship:
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𝑑𝜀𝑧 =

(1 + 𝑣)(1 − 2𝑣)
𝑑𝜎𝑧
(1 − 𝑣)𝐸

[17]

2.2.2 Application of the Basic Theory to the Uniaxial Compression Test
Next consider the deformation of a compacted disk specimen (which is the product
of a compaction test) under uniaxial compression loading (which is performed outside the
compaction chamber) along the axial direction (say, along the z-axis) of the disk, as is
normally done in a uniaxial compression test. Let x and y axes lie parallel to the crosssectional plane of the disk.
In this test, suppose the stress and strain fields are uniform, then the only nonzero
stress component is 𝜎𝑧 , which is equal to the compression force divided by the crosssectional area of the disk. During elastic-plastic loading, according the yield criteria given
by eq. (5), the flow stress is given by the absolute value of the axial stress 𝜎𝑧 .
During linear elastic loading and unloading, the incremental Hooke’s Law gives:
𝑑𝜎𝑧 = 𝐸𝑑𝜀𝑧

[18]

2.2.3 Relation between Relative Density and Plastic Deformation
In order to determine the relative density as a function of deformation, it is noted
that the incremental volumetric plastic strain can be written, in the cylindrical coordinate
system, as:
𝑑𝜀𝑉𝑝 = 𝑑𝜀𝑟𝑝 + 𝑑𝜀𝜃𝑝 + 𝑑𝜀𝑧𝑝

[19]

In this study, the relative density (R) is taken to be controlled by plastic
deformation. As such, the following relations can be established:
𝑑𝑉
𝑑𝜌
𝑑𝑅
𝑝
𝑑𝜀̅̅̅
𝑉 = 𝑉 =− 𝜌 =− 𝑅
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[20]

𝑝
where 𝑑𝜀̅̅̅
𝑉 is the true plastic volume strain, V is an infinitesimal volume and dV is an

increment in V due to plastic strain. After integration, we obtain:
𝑅
̅̅̅
𝜀𝑉𝑝 = −𝑙𝑛 + 𝐶1
𝑅𝑖

[21]

where Ri and R are the initial and current relative density, respectively. The integration
constant C1 is equal to zero due to the initial condition that there is no initial plastic strain
when R = Ri. By writing the true plastic volume strain in terms of engineering plastic strains
in three mutually perpendicular directions 1, 2 and 3, eq. (22) can be written as:
𝑅=

(1 +

𝑅𝑖
𝑝
𝜀1 )(1 + 𝜀2𝑝 )(1 + 𝜀3𝑝 )

[22]

Alternatively, in cases where the deformation is uniform in space (as in the
compaction test and the uniaxial compression test), R can be computed from:
𝑅=

𝑅𝑖 𝑉𝑖
𝑉∗

[23]

where Vi is the initial volume and V* is the current fully loaded volume (that is, the volume
of the specimen when loading is fully released after the specimen has undergone certain
plastic deformation).
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL WORK FOR MECHANICAL
BEHAVIOR
3.1 Material Used
The material used in the current study is aluminum alloy AA6061 which is a widely
used alloy in the aerospace industry. Three different chip lengths, 6.35 mm (1/4 inch), 3.18
mm (1/8 inch), and 1.59 mm(1/16 inch) with a constant width and thickness of 0.5 mm and
0.076 mm respectively, were made using an end mill cutter on a CNC milling machine by
following the formula in eq. (24) below from reference [43], see Table 3.1. For easy
reference, the chips with a length of 6.35 mm, 3.18 mm or 1.59 mm were referred to as
chips A, B, or C, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.1.

𝑡𝑐 =

2𝑉 𝑑
√
𝑁𝑛 𝐷

[24]

where tc is the average thickness of chips, N is the rotational speed of the cutter, n is the
number of teeth on the cutter periphery, d is the depth of cut, D is the cutter diameter, and
V is the linear speed (feed rate) of the work piece.
Table 3.1 Adopted parameters for making different chip lengths.
Name N (rev/s) n d (mm) D (mm) V (mm/s) Length (mm) tc (mm)
A

2.13

4

0.5

19.05

2

6.35

0.076

B

2.13

4

0.5

19.05

2

3.18

0.076

C

2.13

4

0.5

19.05

2

1.59

0.076
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Figure 3.1 AA6061 machined chips.
3.2 Equipment and Setup
The equipment for the compaction process includes the die, which is a solid
cylinder made from H13 tool steel with dimensions of (Φ25 mm X 114.3 mm); the
chamber, which is made from O1 tool steel, with an inner diameter of 25.4 mm and a height
of 29.2 mm, as shown in Fig. 3.2; a stainless steel back plate, which is used to fix the
chamber and hold the chips from below; and a specially made MTS Friction Stir Welding
machine (see Fig. 3.3), which has the ability to control and measure the applied force, input
power, and die displacement.

(b)
(a)
Figure 3.2 Equipment: a) Chamber and die. b) Setup.
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Figure 3.3 MTS friction stir welding machine.
3.3 The Compaction Process
At the start of the compaction process, the chamber was filled with chips A, B, or
C. The total mass of the chips filling the chamber was measured using a digital scaler for
each chip length. Knowing the volume of the chamber, the initial density for each chip
length was calculated, and the initial relative density was found by dividing the initial
density by the density of the solid base material for AA6061, which is 0.0027 g/mm3. The
compaction process was then carried out by moving the die down (loading) or up
(unloading) quasi-statically under force control at a rate of 222.4 N (50lb)/sec.
3.3.1 Effect of Loading Rate
In order to understand the effect of quasi-static loading rate on the compaction
process, a series of compaction processes were performed at various loading rates for chips
type B. The resulting Load-displacement curves are shown in Fig. 3.4, which suggest that
the loading rate has a small effect on the compaction process and will be ignored in the
current study.
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Figure 3.4 Loading rate effect on the load-displacement curve for chips B.
3.3.2 Compaction Tests
In each compaction test, chips A, B, or C with a mass of 10.93 g, 15.00 g, or 13.65
g, respectively, were added to the process chamber, leading to an initial relative density of
0.247, 0.339 or 0.308, respectively. Several elastic unloading steps were performed for
each chip length. For each elastic unloading step, the relative density R was calculated from
the die position when the load was fully released. All tests were stopped at a relative density
of approximately R = 0.68.
In the experimental data, the compression load was divided by the cross-sectional
area of the chamber to calculate the compressive axial stress, the die position and the
chamber length were used to compute the current axial length of the chip material in the
process chamber, and the axial strain was obtained by dividing the change in the axial
length by the initial axial length of the chip material. The resulting compressive axial stressstrain curves, which contains the elastic-plastic loading curves and several elastic
unloading curves (which are the same curves for elastic loading after an elastic unloading
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step), were shown in Fig. 3.5. The elastic unloading curves provide useful information for
extracting mechanical parameters for the elastic behavior of the chip material as a function
of the relative density. The elastic-plastic loading curves provide validation data for
comparison with theory predictions, to be discussed later.
Several observations can be made from the axial stress-strain curves in Fig. 3.5.
First, the curves for all chips have the same qualitative trend. Second, for each chip length
(A, B or C), the slopes of the elastic unloading curves at different compaction stages are
not the same, which means that the slope depends on the relative density. Third, each
unloading curve has approximately two slopes: a small slope at low stresses and a large
slope at high stresses, which means that it can be approximated by two linear segments that
meet at an intersection point (see the insert in Fig. 3.5). Fourth, due to the initial large
porosity, initial yielding occurs at a small stress, so that an initial elastic region during
loading is not obvious. Finally, the test with chip B has the highest stress level in the elasticplastic loading curve, while the test with chip A has the lowest stress level, for the same
strain. This correlates well with the fact that the test with chip B has the highest initial
relative density (Ri = 0.339), while the test with chip A has the lowest initial relative density
(Ri = 0.247). This observation suggests that the initial relative density at the start of a test
has a strong effect on the resulting compressive stress-strain curve.
Figure 3.6 shows the resulting compacted disks after the compaction tests. During
the compaction process, a small mass loss between the initial mass of the chips and the
final mass of the compacted disk was neglected. This mass loss was introduced by the
partial extrusion of the chip material at the top edge of the disks (see Fig. 3.6) due to a
clearance gap between the die and the chamber, and by the loss of a small amount of loose
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chips during ejection of the compacted disk out of the chamber after the compaction
process.

−𝜎𝑧

Loading
(elasticplastic)

Unloading
(elastic)
Intersection
point

−𝜀𝑧

Figure 3.5 Compressive axial stress-strain curves from the compaction tests for chips
A, B, and C with loading and unloading.

Figure 3.6 Compacted disks after compaction tests.
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3.4 Uniaxial Compression Tests
A uniaxial compression test was done on each compacted disk produced by a
preceding compaction test. The specimens, all with an initial relative density of R = 0.68
(which was the relative density at the end of the preceding compaction test), went through
several elastic unloading/loading steps. This test was done outside the process chamber so
that there are no lateral constraint due to the rigid chamber wall. The resulting compressive
stress-strain curves are shown in Fig. 3.7. It is observed that all compacted disks have
approximately the same loading and unloading curves from the uniaxial compression tests
and are seen to mostly overlap each other. This suggests that once the chips are compacted
to the same relative density, the resulting compacted disks have the same mechanical
behavior regardless the chip length.

Figure 3.7 Uniaxial compression stress-strain curves with loading and unloading.
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3.5 Extraction of Parameter Values from Test Data
The experimental data from the compaction tests and the uniaxial compression
tests, and the resulting stress-strain curves from these tests, were used to extract the
Poisson’s ratio (v), Young’s modulus (E), and the flow stress (𝜎R ) as a function of the
relative density (R).
Calculations of the Poisson’s ratio as a function of relative density were first
attempted by using the uniaxial compression test data. During each of the elastic linear
unloading stage of a uniaxial compression test, changes in the disk diameter (average of
four readings) and height were recorded, and then the Poisson’s ratio was computed as the
negative ratio of the incremental diametric strain value to the incremental axial strain value.
However, in practice, this method was proved to be not useful in the current study, because
the Poisson’s ratio data computed contain large scatter and do not show obvious trend (see
Fig. 3.8). The large scatter can be attributed to two main sources of error, as discussed
below.

Figure 3.8 Poisson’s ratio as a function of the relative density.
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First, changes in the specimen diameter were measured manually at two loading
levels (two points) during the linear portion of an unloading process. Then the diametrical
strains were calculated for these two points. The manual diameter measurements during
unloading, and hence the diametrical strain values, are expected to be not very accurate
(even though averages of multiple measurements were used to improve accuracy).
Second, after the diametrical strains were computed, the difference between the
diametrical strains at the two points was computed, which was the diametrical strain
increment. It is noted that these two diametrical strain values used to compute the
difference were close to each other, because they shared the same plastic strain (which
dominates the total strain) and were different only due to the elastic strain (which was small
compared to the total strain). This diametrical strain increment was then multiplied by a
negative sign and divided by the corresponding axial strain increment between the same
two points to give the Poisson’s ratio. The error introduced when the diametrical strain
increment was computed from the difference of two similarly-valued diametrical strains
during unloading is believed to be the most critical error source. This error greatly elevates
the noise level and reduces accuracy.
Based on the above discussion, it is believed that the scatter in Fig. 3.8 is so large
that the data is not useful for determining the dependence of the Poisson’s ratio on the
relative density. As such, a different approach is proposed here to provide an estimate of
the Poisson’s ratio as a function of R, as described below.
First, according to eq. (18), Young’s modulus values for higher relative density
values can be extracted from uniaxial compression test data by using the slope of the linear
portion (corresponding to higher stress levels) of the elastic unloading curve in Fig. 3.7.
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These data points are shown in Fig. 3.9 as open circles. Because the disk specimens for
uniaxial compression tests are produced from the compaction tests and come with a high
initial relative value of R = 0.68, elastic unloading curves and thus Young’s modulus values
for smaller R values are not available from the uniaxial compression tests. To this end, it
is worth noting that disk specimens with an initial R value lower than, say, 0.65, usually
experience partial disintegration when they are taking out of the compaction test process
chamber and thus cannot be used in uniaxial compression tests.
Second, according to eq. (17), if the Poisson’s ration is known, then Young’s
modulus values can also be determined from the compaction test data in Fig. 3.5, by
utilizing the slopes of the linear portions of the unloading curves at low and high stresses
(as noted earlier, each unloading curve can be approximated by two linear segments).
Specifically, along a linear portion of an unloading curve in Fig. 3.5, a formula for the
Young’s modulus E can be derived from eq. (17) under linear elastic conditions.
Motivated by studies in the powder metallurgy literature, a power-law relationship
between the Poisson’s ratio and the relative density is adopted in this study, as given in eq.
(25), which insures that v equals to 0.5 when the relative density equals to 1.0, so that the
porous plasticity theory returns to the conventional J2 flow theory for metals. Using eqs.
(17) and (25), an expression for E is derived in eq. (26).
𝑣 = 0.5 𝑅 𝑛
𝐸=

[25]

(1 + 0.5𝑅 𝑛 )(1 − 𝑅 𝑛 ) ∆𝜎𝑧
(1 − 0.5𝑅 𝑛 )
∆𝜀𝑧

[26]

where ∆𝜎𝑧 and ∆𝜀𝑧 are the corresponding stress and strain increments along a linear portion
of an unloading curve and their ratio is the slope of the linear unloading curve.
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To determine the exponent n in eq. (25) when there are no other simple tests
available to obtain n, it is proposed in this study to estimate n by trying to connect the E
vs. R curve obtained from eq. (26) and the slopes of linear unloading curves at higher
stresses in Fig. 3.5 with the E values at higher R values from Fig. 3.7. Following this
approach, it was found that n values of 2.8, 1.3, and 1.7 for chips A, B, and C, respectively,
can provide an acceptable connection between the E vs. R values from the compaction and
uniaxial compression tests. The results are shown in Fig. 3.9 for high stresses.
Similarly, when no other simple test data are available, the n values for high stresses
are also used as estimates for n values at low stresses in order to derive the E values as a
function of R from eq. (26) and from the slopes of linear unloading curves in Fig. 3.5 at
low stresses. The results are shown in Fig. 3.10.
Finally, from the elastic-plastic loading data of the uniaxial compression tests in
Fig. 3.7, the flow stress as a function of the relative density is found to be the same for all
3 chips and is shown in Fig. 3.11.

Figure 3.9 Young’s modulus as a function of relative density at high stresses
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Figure 3.10 Young’s modulus as a function of relative density at low stresses.

Figure 3.11 Flow stress as a function of relative density for chips A, B, and C.
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CHAPTER 4 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF MECHANICAL
BEHAVIOR
4.1 Finite Element Modeling
The compaction process was simulated using the commercial finite element
software ABAQUS. Since the geometry of the die and the chamber is symmetric about the
z - direction, a 2D axisymmetric finite element model with a non-deformable boundary
surface (representing the effect of the relatively rigid die and chamber wall) was used, as
shown in Fig. 4.1. A reference point RP was defined for each rigid surface, this reference
point was used to apply the boundary conditions and the applied compaction load.
A user subroutine UMAT was developed to define the material behavior through
the incremental theory of plasticity described in chapter 2. This subroutine was
implemented in ABAQUS and its accuracy was verified using simple tension benchmark
cases in all three dimensions. A representative friction coefficient of 0.3 was assigned along
the boundaries to represent the interaction between the rigid surfaces of the die and the
chamber and the chip material. Simulation was done under displacement control to
minimize numerical convergence problems.
Fig. 4.2 shows a typical von Mises stress distribution, which suggests a uniform
stress field. The red area in the top right corner does not represent a stress concentration
point and this can be seen in the values of the stress located at the top left corner. Fig. 4.3
shows the predicted compressive axial stress-strain curves for the compaction tests, with
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comparison to experimental data, for the three types of chips in the current study. The
comparison shows a good agreement, which provides partial validation to the predictions.

Die
surface

Chips

Chamber
surface

Figure 4.1 2D axisymmetric finite elements model.

Figure 4.2 Typical von Mises stress distribution during the compaction process
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of finite element predictions and experimental data for
compaction tests with three different chip lengths.
4.2 Model Validation
In order to validate the developed mathematical model and its ability to predict the
mechanical behavior of the chip material during different test types, diametrical
compression tests were done to compacted disks at different levels of relative density (see
Fig. 4.4). In this test, a disk is loaded laterally in compression at two end points along a
diameter line. Diametrical compression test is one of the most commonly used tests in
powder and soil compaction to determine failure surface in cap models such as the
Drucker-Prager model [17, 23, 44-48].
Chips with a length of 3.18 mm (1/8 in) were used to produce five compacted disks
at different applied load, then each disk was taken out of the chamber to measure its
volume. Knowing the total chip mass (15g), the density and relative density of the disks
were calculated (see Table 4.1).
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Due to handling difficulty at lower relative densities, tests on samples 1 and 2 were
not successful. As such, only results for tests on samples 3, 4, and 5 were available. Fig.
4.5 shows the load-displacement curves for disk samples 3, 4, and 5.

Figure 4.4 Diametrical compression test setup.

Table 4.1. Compacted disks used for diametrical test.
No. Applied Load (N) Relative density
1

80067.96

0.60

2

88964.40

0.63

3

111205.50

0.66

4

122326.05

0.68

5

133446.60

0.70
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Figure 4.5 Load-displacement curves for compacted disk samples 3, 4 and 5.
Again, finite element simulations of the diametrical compression tests were
performed using ABAQUS with the use of the user UMAT subroutine. In each of the
simulations, a 2D solid circle representing a compacted disk was considered. An upper and
lower non-deformable rigid surfaces represent the upper and lower jaws of the loading
frame (see Fig. 4.6), which come into contact with the disk at the upper and lower loading
points at the two ends of a diameter line. The user subroutine UMAT defines the
mechanical behavior of the disk material according to the porous plasticity model described
in chapter 2. The simulation predicted load-displacement curves were compared with the
experimental curves in Fig. 4.7, which show good agreement. It is noted that the simulation
prediction is stopped before the peak load is reached. This is because in the experiments
the compacted disk specimens were observed to experience cracking damage before the
peak load was reached, which is not modeled in the simulations.
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Figure 4.6. 2D finite elements model.

Figure 4.7 Comparison of finite element predictions and experimental data.
4.3 Results and Conclusions
The compaction process of AA 6061 machining chips with three different chip
lengths was studied. Compaction tests and uniaxial compression tests with loading and
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unloading were carried out to understand the mechanical behavior of the chips during
compaction and the compacted disks after compaction. Test results show that quasi-static
loading rate has a small effect on the mechanical behavior of the chips during compaction.
The Poisson’s ratio, Young’s modulus and the flow stress are extracted from the
compaction and uniaxial compression tests and are found to depend on the relative density.
A porous elastic-plastic material model, in which the flow stress, the Poisson’s ratio
and the Young’s modulus are function of the relative density, was developed to model the
mechanical behavior of the chips during the compaction process and the compacted disks
after compaction. Finite elements simulations based on this material model and a 2D
axisymmetric finite elements model of the compaction process were carried out to simulate
the compaction tests. Simulation predictions of the axial stress-strain curves with loading
and unloading agree well with experimental data. A validation for the mathematical model
was also performed using diametrical compression tests, and the predicted and measured
load-displacement curves were found to have good agreement.
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CHAPTER 5 ADDITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL WORK AND AN
IMPROVED MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR MECHANICAL
BEHAVIOR
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, an improvement to the mathematical model developed in Chapter 2
will be described, where a new method was used to calculate the Poisson’s ratio from
experimental tests. In Chapter 3 Section 3.5, an indirect method to calculate the Poisson’s
ratio from Young’s modulus values of uniaxial tests was used by utilizing eqs. (25) and
(26). In this chapter, based on the solution of the theory of a thick-walled cylinder under
internal pressure and strain measurements on the outer surface of the cylinder, Poisson’s
ratio of the chip material inside the cylinder as a function of the relative density was
determined.
The applications of thick-walled cylinders are widely used in chemical, nuclear,
petroleum, and military industries. Usually they work under internal, external pressure, or
both, such as air compressors, high pressure vessels, and hydraulic tanks [49-54]. The stress
and strain solution of a thick-walled cylinder subjected to an internal pressure under
linearly elastic conditions was used to determine the radial stress at the chip-process
chamber interface, which was generated during the compaction process of the machining
chips inside the cylindrical process chamber. In order to do that, circumferential (hoop)
strain on the outer surface of the chamber was measured using several strain gages fixed
on the cylinder wall. By relating the hoop strain measured on the chamber’s outer wall to
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the stress and strain states of the chips insider the process chamber, Poisson’s ratio values
of the chip material at various relative density values were found and used in the
mathematical model of compacted machining chips presented in Chapter 2.
Also, it was noticed from the results in Chapter 3 that the Young’s modulus values
determined for the compacted chips and disks as a function of the relative density were too
low compared to values from the Rule of Mixture Method (ROM), which has been widely
used to estimate the overall material properties of a composite material based on the
properties of the constituents. In the case of compacted chips, the constituents are AA6061
chips and air which occupies the space between chips. Although the ROM is a simplified
method for estimating material properties and does not necessarily provide accurate
estimates for the Young’s modulus values of compacted chips as a function of the relative
density, the very low Young’s modulus values determined in Chapter 3 when compared to
the ROM estimates led us to investigate possible machine compliance effect.
In the compaction and uniaxial compression tests, the compacted chip deformation
was computed using the displacement position of the loading machine. In Chapter 3, the
displacement position of the loading machine was taken to be entirely due to the
deformation of the compacted chip, which neglected the compliance of the loading frame
and implicitly assumed that the loading machine was rigid and did not undergo any
deformation. In this chapter, machine compliance will be considered and its effect on the
compacted chip deformation will be corrected by assuming that the loading frame will
deform linearly elastically.
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5.2 Measuring Machine Compliance
The assumptions and mathematical formulation used to calculate the machine
compliance started by assuming the system (machine frame and sample) consists of two
springs in series [55, 56], where the total displacement measured by the machine (δTotal) is
equal to the sum of sample displacement (δSample) and machine frame displacement
(δMachine);
𝛿𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝛿𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 + 𝛿𝑀𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑒

[27]

Machine frame displacement can be found using two different methods; either to
load the machine without a sample to find the load – displacement curve of the machine,
or to load a sample with an extensometer attached to it and compare machine readings with
the extensometer readings. Once the machine displacement-load curve is obtained, a linear
curve fitting is performed to determine the machine compliance, which is the slope of the
linear machine displacement-load curve. Then the sample displacement can be obtained
from the total displacement (δTotal) in eq. (27) as follows:
𝛿𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = 𝛿𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 − 𝑃 𝐶

[28]

where p is the applied load, and C is the machine compliance acquired from curve fitting.
5.2.1 Compaction Tests
The compaction tests for the machining chips were done using MTS FSW machine
shown in Fig. 3.3. In order to determine the machine compliance, two different tests were
done. The first test involved loading against the machine table with no sample, see Fig. 5.1.
It is clear that the compliance curve coincides well with the catalog data provided by MTS.
The second test was done by compressing a sample of AA2050 with 38.44 mm (1.51 in)
in height and 25.1 mm (0.99 in) in diameter using an extensometer of one inch in length
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attached to the sample, as shown in Fig. 5.2. A comparison between extensometer readings
and machine readings was done to measure the machine compliance, as shown in Fig. 5.3.
Displacement of AA2050 was acquired from extensometer readings along one inch of
sample total length (L) which is equal to 1.51 in (38.44 mm). So, the displacement along
the entire sample length should be:
𝛿𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 = 𝜀𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∗ 𝐿

[29]

where (ɛextensometer) is the strain calculated along the extensometer length.
From eq. (27), machine compliance was calculated by subtracting sample displacement
(δSample) from total displacement (δTotal). The resulting load – displacement curve is shown
in Fig. 5.1 labeled as “Extensometer test” which again coincides with others “No sample
test” and “Catalog Data”. The results shown in Fig. 5.1 provide a conclusive evidence that
either one of the tests done can be used to measure the compliance of a machine.
Now that the machine compliance curve was verified, a fit to this curve was done
to have a relationship defines machine frame displacement at each load increment. From
Fig. 5.1, it is obvious that the machine compliance curve consists of two segments, a
nonlinear segment at low loads (below 3000 lb) and a linear segment. The nonlinear
segment was not included in the data set used to get the fit for two reasons. The first one is
that the initial nonlinear curve is related to factors such as clearance at connections in the
machine system [55]. The second reason is that using the formula provided in eq. (27), an
assumption is made that the displacement is linearly proportional to the load. Based on the
relation acquired from the fit, machine frame displacement (compliance) was calculated at
each load increment then subtracted from the total displacement using eq. (28). Fig 5.3
shows the stress – strain curve of the “Corrected Data” after removing compliance. The
results prove that reproducing the data using the linear segment of machine compliance
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curve was accurate enough to remove the machine compliance effect so that the corrected
machine data coincides with extensometer data. Also, Table 5.1 shows a comparison
between Young’s modulus values of AA2050 measured by the machine, extensometer, and
the new value after removing compliance.

Figure 5.1 Machine compliance.

Figure 5.2. Compression test for AA2050 with an extensometer.
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Figure 5.3. Stress – Strain curve for AA2050 sample before and after removing
machine compliance effect.

Table 5.1. Young’s modulus values for AA2050 sample from different tests and after
removing machine effect.
Young's modulus
from Handbook

Young's modulus
from Extensometer

72 to 77 GPa

71.4 GPa

Young's modulus
from Machine Data
before correction
6.98 GPa

Young's modulus
from Machine Data
after correction
68.7 GPa

The above method and results provide the basis to correct the compaction data of
machining chips presented in Chapter 3 Section 3.3.2. As an example, Fig. 5.4 shows the
new corrected data of stress – strain curves for the case of compacted chips with a chip
length of 3.18 mm (1/8 inch).
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Figure 5.4 Compressive axial stress-strain curves for chips type B before and after
removing machine compliance effect.
5.2.2 Uniaxial Tests
The same procedures in Section 5.2.1 used to correct the compaction data were
used to correct the uniaxial compression data, see Fig. 5.5.

Figure 5.5 Uniaxial compression stress-strain curves for chips type B before and
after removing machine compliance effect.
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5.3 Mathematical Model
The linear elastic solution of a thick-walled cylinder subjected to an internal
pressure (p) can be expressed as [57], (see Fig. 5.6):
𝜎𝑟 = −

𝜎𝜃 =

𝑝
𝑏 2
(𝑎) − 1
𝑝

𝑏 2
(𝑎 ) − 1

𝑏2
( 2 − 1)
𝑟

[30]

𝑏2
+ 1)
𝑟2

[31]

(

𝜎𝑙 = 0

[32]

𝜀𝑟 =

1
[𝜎 − 𝑣𝑐𝑦 (𝜎𝜃 + 𝜎𝑙 )]
𝐸𝑐𝑦 𝑟

[33]

𝜀𝜃 =

1
[𝜎 − 𝑣𝑐𝑦 (𝜎𝑟 + 𝜎𝑙 )]
𝐸𝑐𝑦 𝜃

[34]

where 𝜎𝑟 , 𝜎𝜃 and 𝜎𝑧 are redial, circumferential (hoop), and longitudinal (axial) stresses
respectively generated on the cylinder’s wall due to the internal pressure (p) applied from
machining chips at the inner radius (a). Pressure at the outer wall is equal to zero where
the outer radius is (b). 𝜀𝑟 and 𝜀𝜃 are redial and circumferential (hoop) strains, Ecy and vcy
is the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio for the cylinder material.
Substituting eq. 30, 31, and 32 into eq. 34:

𝑏2
𝑝
𝑏2
( 2 + 1) − 𝑣𝑐𝑦 −
( 2 − 1)
𝑟
𝑟
𝑏 2
𝑏 2
(𝑎) − 1
(𝑎) − 1
[
(
)]
When (r) is equal to the outer radius (b), eq. 35 becomes:
1
𝜀𝜃 =
𝐸𝑐𝑦

𝑝

𝜀𝜃 =

1
2𝑝
[
]
𝐸𝑐𝑦 𝑏 2
(𝑎 ) − 1

From eq. 36, internal pressure (p) can be found as:
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[35]

[36]

𝑝=

𝑏 2
(𝑎) − 1
2

[37]

𝐸𝑐𝑦 𝜀𝜃

From eq. 30, the radial stress (𝜎𝑟 ) at the internal radius (a) is:
𝜎𝑟 = −𝑝

[38]

Knowing the radial stress and the axial stress from the compaction process,
Poisson’s ratio for machining chips can be found from eq. 14 during elastic unloading as:
𝑣𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑝 =

𝑑𝜎𝑟
𝑑𝜎𝑧 + 𝑑𝜎𝑟

𝜎𝜃
a

[39]

𝜎𝜃
𝜎𝑟

𝜎𝑙

b

Figure 5.6 Thick-walled cylinder under internal pressure.
5.4 Experimental Work
5.4.1 Material Used
The same materials used in Sec. 3.1 was used here. Three chip lengths A, B, and C
were used to conduct the same compaction tests
5.4.2 Equipment and Setup
The same equipment used in Section 3.2 was used here. Only the processing
chamber was changed to a thick walled cylinder, which is made from O1 tool steel with an
inner diameter of 25.4 mm, outer diameter of 31.4 mm, and a height of 29.2 mm, as shown
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in Fig. 5.7. The cylinder wall thickness was designed and chosen to be 3 mm based on the
following considerations: (1) to keep the stress level in the chamber in the linear elastic
range, (2) to minimize the deformation of the chamber so that the chamber can be taken to
be rigid when compared to the compacted chips insider the chamber, and (3) the
circumferential (hoop) strain of the outer chamber wall is sufficient for strain gage
measurement.
Four strain gages (350 Ω each) were attached to the outer wall of the chamber with
the grids aligned to measure the hoop strain using Data Acquisition (DAQ) at sampling
rate of 2 Hz.

1

2

3

4

Strain
gages

Figure 5.7 Chamber and die setup with strain gages location.
5.4.3 The Compaction and Uniaxial Tests
The same procedures used in Sections 3.3 and 3.4 were used to conduct the
compaction tests for the three chips lengths using the new chamber, and the uniaxial tests
for the resulting disks from compaction tests. These tests have the same curves shown in
Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 corrected since the same amount and chips length was used.
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5.4.4 Extraction of Parameter Values from Test Data
The experimental data from the compaction tests and the uniaxial compression
tests, and the resulting stress-strain curves from these tests, were used to extract the
Poisson’s ratio v, Young’s modulus E, and the flow stress 𝜎R as a function of the relative
density.
5.4.4.1 Based on Compaction and Thick-Walled Cylinder Theories
First, from eqs. (37) and (38), which define relations between the elastic
deformation of cylinder chamber material and internal pressure generated from compacted
chips which equals to the redial stress, Poisson’s ratio at a certain relative density can be
found using eq. (39). Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the hoop strain measurements correspond
to the applied load during loading / unloading cycles of the compaction tests for each chips
length. Poisson’s ratio as a function of the relative density is shown in Fig. 5.10. It’s
obvious that the trend of Poisson’s ratio for all three chips lengths is about the same, but
the relative density values for each one are different. This is due to the volume occupied
by each type is not the same.

Figure 5.8 Axial applied load with loading and unloading cycles
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Figure 5.9 Hoop strain for chips A, B, and C.

Figure 5.10 Poisson’s ratio as a function of relative density for chips A, B, and C.
Second, according to eq. (18), as explained in Sec. 3.5, Young’s modulus values
for higher relative density values can be extracted from uniaxial compression test data by
using the slope of the linear portion of the elastic unloading curve in Fig. 5.5. These data
points are shown in Fig. 5.11 as open circles.
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It’s also possible to obtain Young’s modulus values using eq. (17) from the
compaction tests shown in Fig. 5.4 since there is a relationship defines Poisson’s ratio in
terms of relative density which is shown in Fig. 5.10. These values and fitted curves for
Young’s modulus at high and low stresses are shown in Fig. 5.11 and 5.12 respectively.

Figure 5.11 Young’s modulus as a function of relative density at high stresses

Figure 5.12 Young’s modulus as a function of relative density at low stresses
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5.4.4.2 Removal of The Rigid Chamber Wall Assumption
The rigid chamber wall surface assumption was used in the original derivation in
Section 2.2.1, where it was assumed that the total incremental strains (which composes of
elastic and plastic parts) in the radial and angular directions shown in eqs (9) and (10) are
equal to zero during compaction due to the constraint of the rigid chamber wall. This
assumption was used to solve for the total incremental axial strain. When the linear elastic
theory of thick-walled cylinder was used, the rigid chamber wall surface assumption can
be removed, and formulas relating the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the
compacted chips to strain and stress increments in the compacted chips during elastic
unloading and reloading can be written as follows:
𝑑𝜀𝑟 =

1
[𝑑𝜎𝑟 − 𝑣(𝑑𝜎𝜃 + 𝑑𝜎𝑧 )]
𝐸

[40]

𝑑𝜀𝜃 =

1
[𝑑𝜎𝜃 − 𝑣(𝑑𝜎𝑟 + 𝑑𝜎𝑧 )]
𝐸

[41]

𝑑𝜀𝑧 =

1
[𝑑𝜎𝑧 − 𝑣(𝑑𝜎𝑟 + 𝑑𝜎𝜃 )]
𝐸

[42]

If v varies with the relative density, as in the current study, then only the following relation
can hold,
𝜎𝑟 = 𝜎𝜃 → 𝑑𝜎𝑟 = 𝑑𝜎𝜃

[43]

From eqs. (30) and (38) of thick-walled theory where the radial stress is equal to the internal
pressure, and eq. (43):
𝑑𝜎𝑟 = 𝑑𝜎𝜃 = −𝑑𝑝

[44]

Also, from continuity condition when the radius is equal to (a),
𝜀𝜃 = (𝜀𝜃 )𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 → 𝑑𝜀𝜃 = (𝑑𝜀𝜃 )𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟
During elastic loading / unloading, eqs. 41 and 42 can be solved simultaneously,
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[45]

2𝑑𝜎𝑟2 − 𝑑𝜎𝑧2 − 𝑑𝜎𝑟 𝑑𝜎𝑧
𝐸=
2𝑑𝜀𝜃 𝑑𝜎𝑟 − 𝑑𝜀𝑧 𝑑𝜎𝑧 − 𝑑𝜀𝑧 𝑑𝜎𝑟
𝑣=

𝑑𝜀𝜃 𝑑𝜎𝑟 𝑑𝜎𝑧 − 𝑑𝜀𝑧 𝑑𝜎𝑟2
2𝑑𝜀𝜃 𝑑𝜎𝑟2 − 𝑑𝜀𝑧 𝑑𝜎𝑟 𝑑𝜎𝑧 − 𝑑𝜀𝑧 𝑑𝜎𝑟2

[46]

[47]

It is noted that the stress and strain increments in the right-hand side of eqs. (46)
and (47) are quantities that are measured during the compaction test. Using the relations
above, the values and fitted curves for Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus are shown in
Fig. 5.13 and 5.14 respectively.
Comparing Fig. 5.13 with Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.14 with Fig. 5.11, it can be seen that
the rigid chamber wall assumption does not have a significant effect on the extraction of
Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus values.
It should be mentioned that the values of Young’s modulus at low stresses are still
the same as shown in Fig. 5.12, and also the flow stress values as a function of relative
density are still the same as shown in Fig. 3.11.

Figure 5.13 Poisson’s ratio as a function of relative density for chips A, B, and C.
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Figure 5.14 Young’s modulus as a function of relative density at high stresses
5.5 Finite Element Modeling and Validation
The finite element models that were used to simulate the compaction process in
Section 4.1 and diametrical tests in Section 4.2 were used again with the new results of
Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus values. Since the results presented in sections 5.4.4.1
and 5.4.4.2 are very close to each other, only one set of data was used in the simulation.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5.15 and 5.16.
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Figure 5.15 Comparison of finite element predictions and experimental data for
compaction tests with three different chip lengths.

Figure 5.16 Comparison of finite element predictions and experimental data for
diametrical compression tests.
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5.6 Results and Conclusions
Three types of improvements were made in this chapter compared to the research
work presented in previous chapters.
The first improvement was the correction of machine compliance on the axial
stress-strain data from the compaction tests and the uniaxial compression tests. Machine
frame elastic deformation was found to have a great influence on the compaction and
uniaxial tests results. The machine-sample system, which consists of the loading frame and
the test sample, was assumed as two springs in series. The machine compliance effect was
removed from the compaction test and uniaxial compression test data.
The second improvement was the direct determination of the Poisson’s ratio values
of compacted chips as a function of the relative density using experimental measurements.
This was achieved by measuring the hoop strain on the outer wall of the process chamber
and relating this strain to the internal pressure created by the radial stress of the compacted
chips at the inner wall of the process chamber (which is the chip-chamber interface). This
relationship was achieved by utilizing the linear elastic solution of stresses and strains in a
thick-walled cylinder under internal pressure.
The third improvement was the removal of the rigid chamber wall assumption. In
earlier chapters, it was assumed that the process chamber can be taken to be rigid during
compaction because the deformation of the chamber is expected to be small compared to
the deformation of the chips inside the chamber. However, the validity of this rigid
chamber wall assumption was not evaluated. In this chapter, by applying the linear elastic
solution of thick-walled cylinder under internal pressure to the process chamber, the
deformation of the process chamber was taken into consideration and the rigid chamber
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wall assumption was removed. Through this investigation, it was found that the effect of
the rigid chamber wall assumption on the determination of Poisson’s ratio and Young’s
modulus values of the compacted chips was small, which suggests that the rigid chamber
wall assumption does not lead to significant errors.
The porous elastic-plastic material model, in which the mechanical properties such
as the flow stress, the Poisson’s ratio and the Young’s modulus are function of the relative
density, and diametrical compression model were used to model the mechanical behavior
of the chips during the compaction process and compacted disk during diametrical
compression. Simulation predictions agree well with experimental data.
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CHAPTER 6 MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND EXPERIMENTAL
WORK FOR THERMAL BEHAVIOR
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the thermal behavior of the friction consolidation process was
studied. The thermal behavior consists of heat generation process due to the frictional
rotation of die in contact with the chips, and heat transfer process through die and chips.
In order to understand the thermal behavior, several chips consolidation tests were
done. Data, such as die rotational speed, applied load, machine power inputted, and
temperature measurements were recorded and analyzed to have a complete understanding
of how the chips turned to a fully consolidated disk.
6.2 Material and Experiments Setup
The chips length of 3.18 mm (1/8 inch) made from aluminum alloy AA6061 was
used to conduct consolidation experiments. As mentioned in Sec. 3.1, the chips was made
using an end mill cutter on a CNC milling machine.
The equipment used for the compaction and consolidation process includes the die,
the chamber, and a stainless steel back plate, which is used to fix the chamber and hold the
chips from below. Fig. 6.1 shows the experiments setup. Experiments were done on the
MTS Friction Stir Welding machine, where the process parameters such as rotation per
minute (RPM), the applied force, input power, and die position were measured and
recorded with a 10 Hz sampling rate system.
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Temperatures at four selected points were measured using thermocouples (see Fig.
6.2). Three thermocouples were attached to the chamber with tips at points 2, 3 and 4, and
temperatures were recorded using Labview, with a 2.4 Hz sampling rate. Another
thermocouple was embedded in the die at point 1, with a sampling rate of 8 Hz using a
wireless HOBOware Data logger. Point 1 is in the center of die at 1.27 mm from die
surface. Points 2 and 3 are close to the inner wall of the chamber: Point 2 is at a distance
of 18 mm from the back plate, and point 3 is at a distance of 15.5 mm from the back plate.
Point 4 was placed in the back plate at 1.27 mm from the surface in contact with the chips.
Point 1 was chosen to measure the temperature generated between the die surface and chips
due to the frictional rotation. While points 2, 3, and 4 were chosen to measure the redial
and vertical heat transfer process through the chips.
The experiments started with filling the chamber with chips of 15 g, then the die
moved down in the z – direction without a rotational movement with an applied force of
2,225 N (500 lb) to pre-compact the chips and to make sure that the die is in a full surface
contact with the chips. After the chips were compacted, the friction consolidation process
was started. Specifically, the die started to rotate at a speed of 300 rpm, and simultaneously
the applied force was increased until it reached 44,500 N (10,000 lb). Then the process was
stopped and the consolidated disk was taken out of chamber. This experiment was repeated
to make sure that the process is repeatable and to have more than one disk for subsequent
measurements.
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Figure 6.1 Friction consolidation process experiments setup.
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Figure 6.2 A schematic representation of thermocouples locations.
6.3 Thermal Properties for Chips and Consolidated Disks
One complexity in the thermal analysis for friction consolidation of compacted
chips is that the thermal properties of the compacted chips, such as the thermal conductivity
(k) and specific heat (Cp), are changing with the change of density during friction
consolidation. In addition, these thermal properties are changing with the change of
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temperature due to frictional heating generated between die surface and chips. Fig. 6.3
explains the stages or time steps that the chips inside the chamber undergoes turning into a
solid disk. It’s obvious from the first stage, where the initial conditions were set, to the
final stage that the height of the chips is decreasing with the applied load which leads to
volume and hence density change at each time step. Furthermore, after the rotational
movement of the die starts, the frictional heat starts to generate which increases the
temperature for each time step shown.

Figure 6.3 A schematic representation of the friction consolidation process at
different time steps.
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Based on the above explanations, it is clear that the thermal properties are density
(or relative density) and temperature dependent. In order to measure the thermal properties,
such as thermal conductivity (k) and specific heat (Cp), at different levels of relative density
and temperatures, compacted disks (with no applied frictional rotation) and fully
consolidated disks (with applied frictional rotation) were produced, see Fig. 6.4. The
density, and hence the relative density (R) were determined for each disk using the mass
and volume of the disk.

Figure 6.4 Compacted and fully consolidated disks at different relative densities.
It is noted that several thermal conductivity measurement methods, such as the Hot
Disk Sensor technique and C-THERM TCi sensor, require inputting the specific heat and
density in the calculations for the material being tested. Rule of mixture method was used
to estimate the specific heat for each disk knowing that the mixture consists of AA6061
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and air. Since the specific heat is measured in terms of a unit mass and the mass of air is
negligible, the specific heat value of solid AA6061 was taken to represent the value of the
mixture. This means that the specific heat is not density dependence, but temperature
dependence only.
Thermal conductivity (k) for each disk at room temperature and at elevated selected
temperatures (up to 573 K) was measured using the hot disk sensor technique [58, 59]. It
is noted that temperature in FEP/FCP can reach up to 873 K, but due to the size and surface
irregularity of compacted disks, a rigid Mica sensor could not be used in the thermal
property measurement. Instead a flexible Kapton sensor was used with a lower range of
temperatures. As such, data extrapolation was used to estimate the thermal conductivity at
higher temperatures. Fig. 6.5 shows tests results of thermal conductivity as a functions of
the relative density at room temperature. Measurements of thermal conductivity as a
function of temperature at different relative densities are shown in Figs. 6.6 and 6.7.
Specific heat values as a function of temperature change are shown in Fig. 6.8.
It should be mentioned that tests done at elevated temperatures for thermal
conductivity were measured at only two levels of relative density; R = 0.7 and 0.95. This
is due to the rotation of the die and hence the generated heat starts when the chips reaches
a relative density of approximately 0.6, and by the time temperature reaches 373 K the
relative density is around 0.7. Another reason is that it is difficult to produce compacted
disks (with no applied frictional rotation) with a relative density of less than 0.6 without
causing the disk to partially disintegrate during the process of taking out the disk after
compaction.
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Figure 6.5 Thermal conductivity as a function of relative density at 295 K.

Figure 6.6 Thermal conductivity as a function of temperature when R = 0.703.

Figure 6.7 Thermal conductivity as a function of temperature when R = 0.95.
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Figure 6.8 Specific heat as a function of temperature.
6.4 Mathematical Model
In order to build a model that has the ability to predict the temperature field in the
friction consolidation \ extrusion process, heat generation process needs to be understood.
Heat generates from two main sources; heat generates from friction between die and chips
material, and heat generates from plastic deformation of the material itself. As mentioned
in the literature review, heat from frictional interface can be represented as a surface heat
flux, while heat from plastic deformation can be represented as a volume heat source. The
contact conditions between die surface and chips material that defines previous heat
sources can be categorized into three conditions [60, 61, 62]. Sliding condition where the
contact shear stress is smaller than the compacted chips yield shear stress, sticking
condition where the compacted chips surface sticks to the moving tool surface, and partial
sliding/sticking condition which is a mixed state of the two. These three contact conditions
happen at different time steps during friction consolidation \ extrusion process based on
the chips material temperature where the yield shear stress reduces with increase of
temperature.
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As indicated by Zhang et al [3, 63], using both heat flux and volumetric heat source
in the model could cause problems and might not predict temperature field accurately.
Instead, a volumetric heat source that take in account a surface heat flux was developed.
For simplification, and as a first order approximation, a linear heat flux distribution in the
redial direction, and a linear volume heat source distribution in the vertical direction was
assumed. Based on that, a volume heat source model was employed, in which heat
generation occurs within a thin layer from the die-chip interface to a small distance below
the interface. The heat generation rate per unit volume can be written as:
𝑞=

3𝑄𝑡
𝑟𝑧
𝜋ℎ2 𝑅 3

(37)

where Qt is the total heat generation which is equal to the mechanical power inputted during
FCP, h is the thickness of the heat source zone, R is the chamber radius, r is radial distance
to the process chamber axis, and z is the distance from the bottom surface of the process
chamber. Thickness of the heat zone (h) was determined based on experimental
investigations for deformation zone in the fully consolidated disks. Fig. 6.9 shows the
deformed zone and a schematic representation for the layer used in the model.
The governing equation for the heat transfer in FCP with reference to cylindrical
coordinates (r, , z), can be written as:
𝜌𝐶𝑝

𝜕𝑇 1 𝜕
𝜕𝑇
1 𝜕
𝜕𝑇
𝜕
𝜕𝑇
=
(𝑘𝑟 ) + 2
(𝑘 ) + (𝑘 ) + 𝑞
𝜕𝑡 𝑟 𝜕𝑟
𝜕𝑟
𝑟 𝜕𝜃 𝜕𝜃
𝜕𝑧 𝜕𝑧

(38)

where ρ is the mass density, Cp is the specific heat, T is the temperature, k is the thermal
conductivity, and q is the heat source.
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h

Figure 6.9 Layer thickness of the heat source zone.
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CHAPTER 7 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING OF TRANSIENT
TEMPERATURE FIELD
7.1 Numerical Model
The geometrical domain of the model include the chip material, the chamber block,
and approximately, part of the die and part of the back plate and support table was
developed. The commercial simulation code ANSYS Fluent was used to discretize the
domain and obtain a numerical solution for the model. A 3D geometrical model was
employed instead of a 2D axisymmetric model because the simulation does not take a long
time and the 3D model can be used later for further flow based modelling, see Fig. 7.1.
Geometry change due to the movement of the die during FCP was treated using a dynamic
mesh option written in a user define function (UDF), through the use of the die position vs
time curve recorded by the MTS friction stir welding machine as shown in Fig. 7.2. Chips
material properties were also written in UDFs, where the density is changing with the die
position, and thermal properties are changing with density and temperature. Thermal
conductivity and specific heat at different time steps were fitted to a surface in MATLAB
based on the measurements provided in chapter 6 shown in Figs. 6.5 through 6.8.
As mentioned in the mathematical model in section 6.4, the total heat generation
(Qt) where taken to be equal to the mechanical power inputted during FCP which was
recorded by the MTS friction stir welding machine, see Fig. 7.3. Researches on mechanical
power used to generate heat have varied using different methods to estimate it [27, 30, 32,
64, 65]. In the current study the total heat generation (Qt) where taken to be equal to the
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mechanical power inputted can be justified in two reasons; first, there is no plastic
deformation occurs to the setup (die, chamber, and back plate) and all deformation occurs
to the chips. Second, the maximum stored deformation energy is very small compared to
the mechanical power applied by the MTS machine.

Figure 7.1 A 3D geometrical model

Figure 7.2 Die position vs. time.
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Figure 7.3 Mechanical power inputted.
7.2 Results and Conclusions
The temperature field in the friction consolidation process (FCP) was predicted
using the finite volume method in ANSYS Fluent. Fig 7.4 shows the temperature rise as a
function of time at the four measurement points shown in Fig. 6.2. For convenience, Fig.
7.5 shows the contour temperature plot of a sectional surface in the 3D geometry.

Figure 7.4 Predicted temperature variation with time at 4 measurement points and
comparison with measured variations.
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Figure 7.5 A typical temperature contour section during temperature rise.
From Fig. 7.4, it can be seen that temperature rise began at around 40 s after the die
rotation started since the die was moved down in z – direction without a rotation from 0 –
40 s, as explained earlier in Sec. 6.2. At point 1 (which is close to the die-chip interface
where the volumetric frictional heat source is located), the temperature increased rapidly
until it reached around 800 K, and then it increased very slowly and eventually reached a
steady state. At points 2, 3 and 4, which are farther away from the heat source than point
1, the temperature rise was more gradual than that at point 1. The temperature contour plot
in Fig. 38 shows a typical temperature rise field in which the highest temperature, as
expected, occurs at the die-chip interface where frictional heating is generated.
The comparisons in Fig. 7.4 between the predicted and measured temperature
variations with time at four thermocouple tips show good agreement. This comparison
provides a validation that the proposed mathematical model, along with measured thermal
properties that depend on relative density and temperature, can adequately model the heat
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transfer phenomenon and predict the temperature field in compacted machining chips
during FCP.
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CHAPTER 8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FUTURE WORK
The mechanical and thermal behavior of machining chips during compaction and
consolidation processes that occur in the friction extrusion and friction consolidation
processes were studied and analyzed. Experiments were carried out to provide
opportunities to measure and extract stress, strain and thermal response information on
machining chip specimens during and/or after compaction and consolidation tests.
Numerical simulations were carried out to predict the mechanical and thermal behavior of
chips material in the validation experiments.
Regarding the mechanical behavior, the compaction process of AA 6061 machining
chips with three different chip lengths was studied. Compaction tests and uniaxial
compression tests with loading and unloading were carried out to understand the
mechanical behavior of the chips during compaction and the compacted disks after
compaction.
1. Test results show that quasi-static loading rate has a small effect on the
mechanical behavior of the chips during compaction, and that chips lengths
have an effect on the compaction process inside the chamber due to occupied
volume but once they are compacted to the same level, this effect vanishes.
Mechanical properties of Poisson’s ratio, Young’s modulus and the flow stress
were extracted from the compaction and uniaxial compression tests and were
found to depend on the relative density. Chips length has no effect on the stress
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– strain curve during uniaxial tests of compacted disks when the compacted
disks are at the same relative density level.
2. A porous elastic-plastic material model, in which the flow stress, the Poisson’s
ratio and the Young’s modulus are function of the relative density, was
developed to model the mechanical behavior of the chips during the compaction
process and the compacted disks after compaction. Finite elements simulations
were carried out to simulate the compaction tests. Simulation predictions of the
axial stress-strain curves with loading and unloading agree well with
experimental data.
3. A validation for the developed mathematical model was performed using
diametrical compression tests for the compacted disks at three different levels
of relative density. The predicted and measured load-displacement curves were
found to have good agreement with experimental curves.
4. An enhanced method to experimentally calculate the Poisson’s ratio as a
function of relative density through different correlations using the theory of
thick walled cylinder was proposed. The porous elastic-plastic material model
was used to model the mechanical behavior of the chips during the compaction
process. Simulation predictions of the axial stress-strain curves, as well as a
validation for the mathematical model were also performed and the predicted
and measured data were found to have a better agreement with experimental
data. The new method provides a realistic measure for Poisson’s ratio in the
elastic range.
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Regarding the thermal behavior, the heat generation and heat transfer process in the
friction consolidation process was studied. Several consolidation experiments were
conducted to measure temperature field of the chips material during the consolidation
process.
1. Compacted and consolidated disks at different levels of relative density were
made for thermal properties measurements. Based on these tests and
measurements, thermal properties, such as thermal conductivity and specific
heat, were represented as a function of relative density and temperature.
2. A mathematical and a full geometrical model representation was developed to
simulate the temperature field of the chips in the consolidation process using
the extracted thermal properties. Simulation predictions were able to regenerate
the temperature field in the consolidation process.
One important recommendation to be consider is the initial relative density. During
the experimental part of this study, an important factor that has a direct effect on the stress
– strain curves of the chips inside the chamber and compacted disks was the initial relative
density. Literature on this specific effect was not found due to the fact that researchers
interested in the behavior of the end product which is at relative density of 0.8 and higher
that’s when this factor tend to vanish, but since the current study provides an understanding
of the material behavior during and after compaction process, initial relative density is
important to be noticed.
It is also recommended for future work to use a different mathematical model that
governs the mechanical behavior of the chips material since the current model is the first
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to be develop. Based on mechanical tests available, other models can be developed to better
understand chips behavior.
Flow based models for the thermal behavior is also recommended. Combining
temperature field studies along with material flow during the friction consolidation process
will provide more information and understanding about the process.
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